INTERIOR INSTALLATION

**NOTE:**
Hunter Douglas recommends installing panels with random staggered seams.

**NOTE:**
Given the unique and special nature of the Heartfelt ceiling product, steps should be taken (before and during installation, as well as over the lifetime of the ceiling) to avoid or minimize static and the accumulation of dust, lint, dirt or airborne particles on or around the felt. Hunter Douglas does not warrant against or take responsibility for any such static or accumulation.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Material:** Non-woven thermo-formable polyester
- **Finish:** 7593F White | 7595F Off-White | 7596F Light Grey | 7597F Middle Grey | 7598F Dark Grey | 7599F Anthracite | 7575F Creme | 7576F Light Brown | 7577F Medium Brown | 7578F Dark Brown | 7579F Umber

**OVERALL ISOMETRIC VIEW**

- **Project:** Heartfelt product specifications
- **Drawing Number:** Heartfelt_TechDetail_SINT_CTC_2007
- **Sheet:** 1 of 9
- **Scale:** As shown
- **Drawn by:** HD Engineering
- **Date:** 7/10/20
HEARTFELT PANEL SPLICE

SCALE: NOT TO SCALE

PANEL SPLICE

HEARTFELT PANEL SPLICE

SCALE: NOT TO SCALE

PANEL END & SIDE VIEW

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

PANEL SIZE

PANELS ONLY AVAILABLE IN 1 9 16" [40mm] WIDTH
X 3 2 16" [55mm] HEIGHT X 8'-0" LENGTH

PANEL MATERIAL

NON-WOVEN THERMO-FORMABLE POLYESTER

PANEL FINISHES

GREYS:
7593F WHITE
7595F OFF-WHITE
7596F LIGHT GREY
7597F MIDDLE GREY
7598F DARK GREY
7599F ANTHRACITE
7594F BLACK

EARTH TONES:
7575F CREME
7576F LIGHT BROWN
7577F MEDIUM BROWN
7578F DARK BROWN
7579F UMBER

PERFORATIONS

PANELS CANNOT BE PERFORATED

NOTE:
HUNTER DOUGLAS RECOMMENDS INSTALLING PANELS WITH RANDOM STAGGERED SEAMS.

HEARTFELT PANEL SPICE

SCALE: NOT TO SCALE

FIELD CUT HEARTFELT PANEL

SCALE: NOT TO SCALE

HEARTFELT PANELS CAN BE FIELD CUT TO LENGTH USING A SHARP UTILITY KNIFE
HEARTFELT PANEL

TYPICAL SECTION THROUGH PANELS
SCALE: 3" = 1'-0"

TYPICAL SECTION THROUGH CARRIER
SCALE: 3" = 1'-0"

NOTE:
ATTACHMENT TO STRUCTURE
DESIGNED AND PROVIDED BY OTHERS,
NOT BY HUNTER DOUGLAS.

INTERIOR INSTALLATION

SPECIFICATIONS
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE

MATERIAL: NON-WOVEN THERMO-FORMABLE POLYESTER

FINISH: 7593F WHITE | 7595F OFF-WHITE | 7596F LIGHT GREY | 7597F MIDDLE GREY | 7598F DARK GREY | 7599F ANTHRACITE | 7594F BLACK | 7575F CREME | 7576F LIGHT BROWN | 7577F MEDIUM BROWN | 7578F DARK BROWN | 7579F UMBER

PERFORATION: NOT AVAILABLE

SUSPENSION SPECIFICATIONS
PROJECT: HEARTFELT PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
DRAWING NUMBER: HEARTFELT_TECHDETAILSINT_CTC_2007
DRAWN BY: HD ENGINEERING
DATE: 7/10/20

Scale: 3" = 1'-0"

*2-3/8" MODULE SHOWN, ALL MODULES SIMILAR

NOTE:
ATTACHMENT TO STRUCTURE
DESIGNED AND PROVIDED BY OTHERS,
NOT BY HUNTER DOUGLAS.
HEARTFELT HANGER ASSEMBLY INSTALLATION

1. INSERT HEARTFELT HANGER INTO TOP HOLE OF HEARTFELT CARRIER
2. SQUEEZE HEARTFELT HANGER TABS AND INSERT ROD HANGER INTO HANGER HOLES
3. SECURE HEARTFELT HANGER ASSEMBLY WITH HANGER WIRE AND ADJUST CARRIER HEIGHT AS NEEDED BY FINE-TUNING ROD HEIGHT

ROD HANGER LENGTH OPTIONS

10" ROD HANGER
20" ROD HANGER

VERTICAL SUPPORT SPECIFICATIONS
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SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIAL: NON-WOVEN THERMO-FORMABLE POLYESTER
FINISH: 7593F WHITE | 7595F OFF-WHITE | 7596F LIGHT GREY | 7597F MIDDLE GREY | 7598F DARK GREY | 7599F ANTHRACITE | 7575F BLACK | 7576F CREAM | 7577F MEDIUM BROWN | 7578F DARK BROWN | 7579F UMBER
PERFORATION: NOT AVAILABLE

DIRECT ROD HANGER ATTACHMENT OPTION

SCALE: NOT TO SCALE

HANGER WIRE ATTACHMENT OPTION

SCALE: NOT TO SCALE

12 GA HANGER WIRE CAN BE ATTACHED DIRECTLY TO CARRIER INSTEAD OF USING HEARTFELT HANGER ASSEMBLY

DIRECT ROD HANGER ATTACHMENT OPTION SCALE: NOT TO SCALE

1/4" Ø HOLE

HEARTFELT CARRIER

HEARTFELT HANGER

ROD HANGER

12 GA HANGER WIRE INSTALLED PER PROJECT CONDITIONS, BY OTHERS

SQUEEZE HEARTFELT HANGER TABS AND INSERT ROD HANGER INTO HANGER HOLES
SECURE HEARTFELT HANGER ASSEMBLY WITH HANGER WIRE AND ADJUST CARRIER HEIGHT AS NEEDED BY FINE-TUNING ROD HEIGHT

12 GA HANGER WIRE CAN BE ATTACHED DIRECTLY TO CARRIER INSTEAD OF USING HEARTFELT HANGER ASSEMBLY

1'-8" MIN - 1'-9" MAX

SQUEEZE HEARTFELT HANGER TABS AND INSERT ROD HANGER INTO HANGER HOLES

SECURE HEARTFELT HANGER ASSEMBLY WITH HANGER WIRE AND ADJUST CARRIER HEIGHT AS NEEDED BY FINE-TUNING ROD HEIGHT

12 GA HANGER WIRE CAN BE ATTACHED DIRECTLY TO CARRIER INSTEAD OF USING HEARTFELT HANGER ASSEMBLY

1'-1/2" NOM. ADJUSTABILITY
SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIAL: NON-WOVEN THERMO-FORMABLE POLYESTER
FINISH: 7593F WHITE | 7595F OFF-WHITE | 7596F LIGHT GREY | 7597F MIDDLE GREY | 7598F DARK GREY | 7599F ANTHRACITE | 7594F BLACK | 7575F CREME | 7576F LIGHT BROWN | 7577F MEDIUM BROWN | 7578F DARK BROWN | 7579F UMBER

PERIMETER CONDITIONS
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TYPICAL SECTION THROUGH PANELS
SCALE: 3" = 1'-0"

TYPICAL SECTION THROUGH CARRIER
SCALE: 3" = 1'-0"
LIFT & SHIFT ACCESS DOOR

FIELD CUT HEARTFELT PANELS AND CARRIER TO CREATE ACCESS DOOR

24" X 24" NOM. MAX SIZE

TWO (2) CARRIERS WITH FOUR (4) CARRIER SPLICES REQUIRED FOR SUPPORT

ADD ANGLES TO BRACE SUPPLEMENTAL CARRIERS ON BOTH SIDES OF OPENING, BY OTHERS, TYP.

*2-3/8" MODULE SHOWN, ALL MODULES SIMILAR

FLATTEN LANCES ON EACH END OF CARRIER SPLICE SO SPLICE DOES NOT SNAP INTO SUPPLEMENTAL CARRIER HOLES, TYP.

12 GA HANGER WIRE, BY OTHERS, TYP.

HEARTFELT HANGER ASSEMBLY

FIELD CUT HEARTFELT CARRIER AT ACCESS DOOR ENTRY

ADD ANGLES TO BRACE ACCESS DOOR, BY OTHERS, TYP.

12" X 12" HEARTFELT CARRIER AT ACCESS DOOR

FIELD CUT HEARTFELT CARRIER AT ACCESS DOOR

ADD ANGLES TO BRACE ACCESS DOOR, BY OTHERS, TYP.

HEARTFELT HANGER ASSEMBLY

ADD MIN. 24" LONG SUPPLEMENTAL CARRIERS TO SUPPORT ACCESS PANEL, FOUR (4) LOCATIONS WITH TWO (2) VERTICAL SUPPORTS EACH, TYP.

HEARTFELT CARRIERS

ADD ANGLES TO BRACE SUPPLEMENTAL CARRIERS ON BOTH SIDES OF OPENING, BY OTHERS, TYP.

FIELD CUT HEARTFELT PANELS AT LIFT & SHIFT ACCESS DOOR ENTRY

SECURE CARRIER SPLICE TO ACCESS DOOR CARRIER WITH TWO (2) FASTENERS ON EACH SIDE OF SPLICE, FOUR (4) TOTAL, BY OTHERS, TYP.

CONTINUOUS HEARTFELT CARRIER

LIFT & SHIFT ACCESS DOOR
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SPECIFICATIONS

(MATERIAL: NON-WOVEN THERMO-FORMABLE POLYESTER
FINISH: 7593F WHITE | 7595F OFF-WHITE | 7596F LIGHT GREY | 7597F MIDDLE GREY | 7598F DARK GREY | 7599F ANTHRACITE | 7594F BLACK | 7575F CREME | 7576F LIGHT BROWN | 7577F MEDIUM BROWN | 7578F DARK BROWN | 7579F UMBER
PERFORATION: NOT AVAILABLE)
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"2-3/8" MODULE SHOWN, ALL MODULES SIMILAR
HEARTFELT LEVELS PATTERNS

HEARTFELT LEVELS CARRIERS PROVIDE PATTERNS FOR DIFFERENT PANEL DEPTHS WITH 1/2" AND 1" DROP. CARRIER MODULE (PANEL SPACING) AND PATTERN NAME MUST BE SPECIFIED.

NOTE PATTERN DIRECTION

"2-3/8" CARRIER MODULES SHOWN. ALL MODULES SIMILAR. PATTERNS CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY CARRIER MODULE. PATTERN MODULE DIMENSION WILL VARY BASED ON CARRIER MODULE — MULTIPLY THE CARRIER MODULE SIZE BY THE NUMBER OF PANELS IN THE PATTERN MODULE TO GET PATTERN MODULE DIMENSION.

SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIAL: NON-WOVEN THERMO-FORMABLE POLYESTER

FINISH: 7593F WHITE | 7595F OFF-WHITE | 7596F LIGHT GREY | 7597F MIDDLE GREY | 7598F DARK GREY | 7599F ANTHRACITE | 7594F BLACK | 7575F CREME | 7576F LIGHT BROWN | 7577F MEDIUM BROWN | 7578F DARK BROWN | 7579F UMBER

PERFORATION: NOT AVAILABLE

HEARTFELT LEVELS PROJECT: HEARTFELT PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
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